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On 29 January 2015 the University of Haifa celebrated the extraordinary
Classmates for Coexistence Program and all it has achieved by launching an
exhibition in the Eshkol Tower lift lobby on the first floor. Every day, as
students and faculty pass by these images on their way to their departments,
they will see testimonies to the ultimate aims of the program - the respect
that is possible between people of different communities when the
opportunity for them to work and study together is provided.
Robert Bosch Stiftung, in cooperation with the German Friends of the
University of Haifa, has made this unique initiative possible with its generous
support. We are deeply grateful for this generosity. By helping students study
and cooperate together it has planted the seeds of tolerance and empathy,
and genuine relationships between friends. The pages that follow give you a
taste of the exhibition and the program itself, for which you have our heartfelt
gratitude.
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(above) Classmates for Coexistence participants with Prof. Rassem Khamaisi at the

exhibition.
(below) Staff and participants listen to speakers at the launch.
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In Classmates for Coexistence, participating
students are paired with fellow students
from different communities (Jews, Arabs)
who meet once a week to study together,
improve language skills, and also exchange
thoughts and ideas in free and open
discussion. They are also mentored by
other students during the entire year. For
many this could be the first meaningful
encounter with those from ‘other’
backgrounds. Pictured are some of the
participant pairs.
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Launch date 29 January 2015

(above) Group participants with the Mayor of Erfurt and Prof. Dr. Birgit Schäbler, Erfurt University’s Chair of
West Asian History who hosted the visit, at Erfurt Town Hall;
(middle left ) Fadi and Ghassem with some of the German students at the group visit to a synagogue; and
(middle right) the group visit to a mosque;
(bottom right, left) group activities, with the German students, on topics like communication and empathy.

The exhibition was launched by Prof. Rassem
Khamaisi, Director of the Jewish Arab Center and
Prof. Sharon Poliakine, Head of the School of the
Arts, whose students designed the exhibition,
and the participants themselves who spoke very
personally about their own experiences of the
program. In one display, a ‘wall of language’
lined the corridor, with words in Arabic, Hebrew
and sometimes German, which had come up in
group activities such as ‘sorry’, ‘I will listen’ and
‘citizen’.

The University of Erfurt Summer School ‘Multiculturalism and Coexistence’ was one of the
highlights of the program. (above) A newspaper article about the visit appeared in the
Erfurt local paper. The trip was filled with eye-opening experiences and activities, but most
of all it allowed participants to interact freely and form relationships. The summer school
coincided with Operation Protective Edge in July 2014. Like many Jews and Arabs, some had
relatives or friends who lived in Gaza, and others relatives or friends in the IDF fighting there
- so it was a tense period. Yet, with open discussion and a superb welcome from Erfurt, the
group was able to bond and form real relationships on a personal level. (below) The group
pictured in Germany with Prof. Khamaisi.
(above left) Program mentors
Ghassem and Rony share an
anecdote with Prof. Rassem
Khamaisi;
(above
right) participant
Roquaia talks about how her
perspectives were changed
during the program;
(left) participant Fadi talks
about his impressions; and
(right) the ‘wall of language’
that students and staff pass
every day.

